
Paso
Doble



* Measurments may vary +/-3%, depending on the choice of upholstery and combination.

Paso Doble

MODULES

is available with two different types of back cushion: DAY = large back cushions or NIGHT = small back cushions. 
The modules are attached using brackets that are concealed underneath the seat cushion.

1,5 module 
112x102x80

2,5 module
182x102x80

2 module
153x102x80

2,5 module L / R
209x102x80

2 module L / R
178x102x80

Chl module
112x150x80

Footstool
102x102x41

Footstool XL
150x102x41

Corner module
102x102x80

Divan module L / R
102x156x80

Multi module L / R
172x175x80

Endpart L / R
156x102x80

1,5 module L / R
139x102x80

Combination: Divan L+2,5+C+1,5+EP R / Night back cushions / Chrome legs

Modules marked with ”L / R” has a left and right version, always showing the right version.



COMFORT

COMBINATION EXAMPLES

Divan L + 2,5 + Divan 
386x102/156x80

Divan L + 2,5 + Multi module R 
456x102/175x80

2,5 L + Chl + 1,5 R 
469x102/150x80

2,5 L + C + 2,5 + EP R     
440x102/311x80

LEGS

Chrome

Wood

Fabric cover. The cushion cover can be removed and washed 
according to the washing and care instructions. 
All parts are filled/upholstered and can be used free-standing.

WOODEN LEG COLORS UPHOLSTERY

Ball fibre

FOAM SOFT (COMFORT STD/EU) 
Seat cushion
The inner core is cold foam  
covered with fibre padding.

Back cushion 
In fabric the inner cover is filled with ball 
fibre. In leather the inner cover is filled 
with 50% ball fibre and 50% polyflock.  
The cushion is reversible.

Cold foam

Fibre padding

Feather 
mix

FEATHER SOFT (COMFORT C2)  

Seat cushion
The inner core is cold foam with 
feather top.

Back cushion  
The inner core is filled with a feather and 
ball fibre mix.  The cushion is reversible.

Cold foam

Feather top

White Untreated Natural Oak imi. Dab Oak

Grey oak Soap white 
oak

Walnut Colonial Black
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If you have any questions or want to know more  
about our products, please let us know.  

Get more information at  
www.furninova.com


